
Best of Continental  
& .22 Shoot  
Course Of Fire 
Wednesday Feb 6th  2019 

 
 

Match Director: John J  ROs: TBA 

 Setup 8:00am 

Sighting in 8:30 to 9:45 

Shoot starts at 10:00 
 

Best of Continental 

Match 1 Application: 
10 rounds prone on fig 12 at 100 yds in 2 minutes. Only Vs & 5s count. Slings allowed. 
Max Points 50, 10 rounds 
 
Match 2 Trinity: 
Usual format, 5 rds. Standing, 5 rds. Sitting/kneeling/, 5 rds. prone. 1 minute per 
position Figure 12 target. 100yds Time given between positions for reloads. 
Max 75 Points, 15 rounds. 
  
Match 3 Action M: 
Start standing behind the rifle. Rifle is loaded with 5 rounds, bolt closed on an empty chamber. On the 
command go to the prone position and fire 2 rounds, stand up fire 2 rounds, adopt the sitting kneeling 
or squatting position and fire 1 round. Reload fire one round then adopt the standing position and fire 2 
rounds. Adopt the prone position and fire 2 rounds. 
Exposure: 75 secs for bolt action rifles, 60 secs for semis. 
Max 50 Points, 10 rounds 
 
Match 4 Double Dare Snap  : 
Five 8 second exposures. Pause for reload after each 2 exposures, Fig 12 target & Huns head at 100 
yards, 2 rounds per exposure, 1 shot per target. Shot from sitting. Start on aim with hot rifle. 
Max 50 points 10 rounds. 
 
Best of Continental Cup is open to any non-US (or UK) modelled rifle issued by an armed force in 
Europe is eligible. I.e. SKS, FNFAL, G3, AK, Mauser 98, M41, Nagant.   
All other rifles welcomed to compete for the Open Optic or Irons Trophies.  
 
Regardless of which class WSRA members shoot in, second highest score on the day has the honour of 
writing the match report. 



 

 .22 Shoot  - starting around 1pm 
 

Match 1:  Plinking:                           

With hot rifle, on command engage five 4-inch plates at 100m as indicated as your colour in 30 secs 

from sitting or kneeling position.  Unlimited ammo. Plates score as 5 points.  

Max 25 Points 

Match 2:  Officer and Grunts:       

Now that you have your eye in, with hot rifle standing at the ready (45 degrees) on command take out 

the 100m 4-inch Plate with a maximum of 10 rounds.   

Once plate is down, adopt the prone position and engage remaining rounds on the 100m figure 12.  

Time limit 60 secs. Plate scores as a V. 

Max 50 Points, 10 rounds 

Match 3: Officer and Grunts Take 2: 
After wasting the previous 10 shots trying to drop the plate, we now halve the distance. 

With hot rifle standing at the ready (45 degrees) on command take out the 50m 4-inch Plate with a 

maximum of 10 rounds.  

Once plate is down, adopt the prone position and engage remaining rounds on the 50m figure 12.  

Time limit 60 secs. Plate scores as a V. 

Max 50 Points, 10 rounds 

Match 4: Application: 
10 rounds prone unsupported at the 50m reduced figure 12.  
Time limit 2 minutes 
Max 50 Points 
 
For .22 LR rifles only, this includes tubular fed .22 rifles, but with no in-match reloads.  


